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Artwork: A Little Me Story from a series of paintings by Mick Murphy
Michael sadly passed away on 22 March 2020 but we can continue to

sense his presence through his many paintings and writings 
art by Mick Murphy

T H E  T H E N  &  N O W  I S S U E

http://michaelmurphyart.co.uk/gallery_menu.php
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sometimes when we are not there...

hedgehogs are declining in
numbers we cherish our
friend at Romford Friends
house

HEDGEHOG WATCH -  DEBBIE  ELLIS ROMORD
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Dawn is the gift for enduring the dark 
and its price is the terror of night 

the sun can't rise if it never goes down 
as it gives with its absence of light

 
the loss of the soul in that terrible hole 

that brings struggle when nothing seems near 
forging in us making iron of dust a new strength of

tension and fear
 

and when it returns that soft gentle light 
we will stand awakened in awe 

at the blazing light of the world it becomes
 when we see it as never before

 

poem by Christopher Manning 
submitted by Debbie Ellis

romford
 

Dawn



If you are feeling isolated or

short of places to go...

 to ‘be a Quaker’ the weekly

London Friends Together

meeting is accessible by Zoom.

Doors open from around 6.50

pm every Tuesday evening. A

Meeting for Worship is held

from 7 until 7.30 pm. Some

people choose to arrive or

leave at this time.

 

A guest speaker then gives a five

minute talk, finishing with a

conversation opener. We

share for half an hour around the

theme, in Breakout Rooms. There are

usually no more

than five people in each group. The

small number nurtures listening and

speaking. 

Sometimes the conversations are lively,

sometimes impassioned. They are

always thoughtful and reflective.

Around 8.10 pm, we return to the full

group for worship sharing. At times this

turns more

into a discussion. The organisers have

thought carefully about ways to keep

the balance

between formal and informal, and

between encouragement and

confidentiality. You can join via the

Zoom link on the London Quakers

Website, londonquakers.org.uk. 

Clerks have also sent out the link and it

appears in the  London Quakers

Monthly Mailings.

INREACH

OUTREACH
Christine Downes-Grainger Epping 



Advices & Queries 8  how Zoom affects our knowing

god’s presence and each other

On friendship  'Let there be no purpose in friendship save

the deepening of the spirit.'

On what love requires of us - 'what is the purpose of

being a Quaker.'

On that of god within us - 'how do we see it in everyone.'

'On bearing the burden of each other’s failings.'

Advices & Queries 4 'whether Quakers are still rooted in

Christianity.'

All are welcome. You might make new friends or put
names to faces or catch up with people you haven't seen

for a while 
 

I have heard talks and views on: 

you can find out more in the resources page at the end do

take a look



Last year I joined a  local project to train dementia carers in a new
approach to enriching the lives of those living with advanced dementia.

In this country about 1 in 3 people will have to live with some form of
dementia as they get older. There are already over 850,000 and the
number is rising.

There are many different types of dementia but for most people the
more advanced the dementia the more the person withdraws into
themselves. Hard to communicate with, hard to understand the now
and then all blurred together and it becomes tempting to leave them to
themselves  until they become distressed or agitated.

Dementia changes the way in which we sense things - it becomes
harder to see visual perspectives so the world becomes more two
dimensional harder to phrase speech and to make sense of them. It
makes the world a scary place.

The Alzheimer Association often use a bookcase metaphor where our
memories are stored like books in a series of bookcases, with the most
recent on the top shelves.  

Finding the light in those living with dementia 
by Tim Landsman Romford

honouring the spirit within



Dementia comes along and shakes those bookshelves, again
and again. Memories of experiences fall off the shelves and
gradually  further down, till only those on the bottom shelf are
left, memories from childhood. Other types of memories such
as our feelings are stored in sturdier shelves and don't tend to
fall off in the shaking.

So we remain a person with a full range of feeling but less and
less without words or other hooks to understand those feelings
or a straight forward way to communicate them.

This usually leads to behavioural changes as a person's unmet
needs surface in unusual ways such as looking for a long dead
parent or wanting to go home when they are already at home.

Namaste Care is a relatively new approach. It is a multi sensory 
 stimulation intervention treating each person as a unique child
of God with their own history and needs. The aim is to connect
them, even if fleetingly, back to those around them and meet
some of those unmet needs.

Often touch is the best way to communicate when words are
hard to use, as Joyce Simard, the originator of Namaste Care
put it ' the power of loving touch is the foundation of namaste care
and becomes the thread that weaves the fabric of the day to create
a cocoon of love for the residents we care for and care about'.

The activities chosen are based on the person's unique history.
Playing music from their childhood, looking at childhood
photos, smells from nature and perfumes their mothers may
have worn. They play simple games, sing songs that they can
remember as well as offering hand massage, head massage,
shaving and hair brushing.



The Namaste Care approach endeavours to take the person back to a
place that they remember as safe and secure. Sometimes the activities
can trigger bad memories which cause distress. A Key to Namaste Care
is it is person centred. Where practitioners discover what works well for
the individual. What gave their life meaning, family, football, religion?

Namaste care sessions often include spoken prayers, hymns, bible
images of their personal faiths. For many these images often trigger
reassuring memories.

The outcomes can be quite astonishing, for example decreased distress,
inducing calm, opening up and becoming more connected.

With  training and a few readily available items Namaste Care can be
practiced in a wide range of care homes and in a domestic setting.

I've been privileged to work at my local Hospice (St Clare) with Sally
Muylders of Romford Meeting. She has trained a core team and now we
have started to train personal and professional carers.

This has given be a fresh perspective on life and personhood. It feels a
very Quaker approach to offer to a marginalised group. I'm not a natural
carer though, I am in awe of those who are. As lock down eases, the
zoom trainings will be replaced with in person sessions, which puts me
out of my comfort zone.

Our hopes is to help those with with advanced dementia to find some
peace and meaning in their inner worlds.

I strongly recommend this approach and you can find out more on the
resource page at the end.



Wanstead's Meeting Room from outside looking in,

taken 

23 March 2017

Forest, Meeting House
and light

 
The Meeting House is

here and the graves in
the burial ground and

all around are the
trees, with their beauty

and complexity, a
wonderfully peaceful
and ancient presence. 

 

B Y  J A N  S E L L E R S  W A N S T E A D
 



Relating to this, in Leigh Meeting we have a small group

who gather for 45 minutes each week for an ‘Earth

Meditation’, when we have a silent time meditating

together on, or for the Earth, or ‘holding the Earth in the

Light’ (we each understand it in our own developing ways)

which we all appreciate and value. A local member of that

group, Jane Bingham, thought that the Earth Meditation

group might be interested in this contemplative initiative

(described below) relating to the 'Journey to COP26’,

which she had read about in Quake magazine. She

emailed the details to me - including the article - 

 

In November 2021,

governments of all nations

will converge on Glasgow for

the UN climate talks known

as COP26. 

'inviting Quakers and those of other

faiths and none who might like to

join, to contemplate and celebrate

the sacredness and preciousness of

the earth and our commitment to

nurture and value it. 

sacred
earth day

O T H O N A

The article suggested we choose a place which feel particularly sacred for us and

contemplate this in the context of the upcoming world leaders Climate talks in

November in Glasgow. Reading this I immediately thought of Othona - the ‘green’

ecumenical community sited behind the sea wall between the Bradwell Nuclear

power station and the ancient and remote chapel of St. Peters above the mudflats

on the remote Dengie peninsular.  

 

Othona chapel

by Angela

Greenwood

Leigh on Sea



Then I wondered if other Quakers, meditators and friends might like to

come along too. Hence our beautiful quiet and contemplative day there in

April. In line with the invitation, we invited both Leigh and Mid Essex

Quakers and other sympathetic friends to join us. Sadly, it just seemed too

far during these anxious times for NET Quakers to make the journey for a

day. The programme blossomed and grew, as such that we ended up

planting 3 trees (to a background of tree and earth poems) including a

greengage specially requested by Othona. 

Othona

Mid Essex Quakers already

have strong links with Othona,

and for me it feels like a

‘local’ sacred space I would

like a to visit and spend time

contemplating our sacred

earth. 

planting of the
greengage

tree

video 1.19 mins click here

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10j0e1R0rMETL4PExzYqx0rxPhgQI_ZnI/view?usp=sharing


We had a silent Earth Meeting in the chapel and also a guided meditation on

the theme of our sacred and vulnerable Earth. In Quaker tradition we had a

beautiful arrangement of dried plants and rocks on the little central table. In

the chapel we also had wonderful and quite challenging exhibition of Angela’s

friend Peter Musgrave’s photographs and writings about the effects of climate

change on low-lying Bangladesh. 

Peter gave a short talk about these. 

Kathy South talked about a Quaker tapestry initiative open to all, inviting people to make material

squares on the theme to be joined into a tapestry and displayed at COP 26. 

Othona provided a plentiful and delicious vegetarian lunch and ‘cream tea’ too (!) and

synchronistically we met other earth focused folk (visiting Othona working on the land) who joined in

the feast and the tree planting. 

The weather and tide were ‘just right’ and quietly walking the evocative mudflats after the silent

meetings, was an evocative and important part of the day for us all I think. 

A big thank you to all of you who contributed and came along. A day to remember I think. 

 

Peter talking
about the

importance of
COP26

video 1.36 mins click here

T A K E  A  L O O K  A T  T H E  R E S O U R C E S  P A G E  F O R  M O R E

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vRLZaFfTgqjeGiDHuHA-S_cetoDZHVSs/view?usp=sharing


Coal in place of trees is reducing one cause
of the huge amount of deforestation going
on in Bangladesh, in a burgeoning
population of over 160 million people and
a rapidly growing economy of 7% p.a.
Although fewer trees are cut for bricks
now, this does not reduce the problem of
climate change and the rising
temperatures. Burning coal and other fossil
fuels is the main cause of the temperature
rising, throughout the world.
. 

In January 2019, I visited an old
friend, called John Provonjon, in
Meherpur. (western Bangladesh) 

T H E  B R I C K F I E L D S  O F
M E H E R P U R

 
b y  P e t e r  M u s g r a v e  L e i g h  o n  S e a

Part of my mission was to
learn more about climate
change.
Bricks are really, really important in the
Bangladesh economy. There are almost no rocks
and stone in the whole country, it being a low
lying silty soil structure. By using that good
topsoil for brick making, the soil for growing
plants is depleted. But the new alternative was
coal, imported from Indonesia. 
I learnt that, over the last 8 years, in line with
Government Policy, the Bangladesh Brickfields
have shifted from burning wood as the fuel for
brick making to coal, even though coal is a well
known contributor to global climate change. Its
ironic that in the UK, just before the trip, I was
campaigning to get companies to divest from
fossil fuels

coal from Indonesia

'So who am I a white person from Britain to critique the
brick building of a poorer country, like Bangladesh.'

It was Britain which 200 years ago started
the industrial revolution, based on coal

production, which built its empire



'Looking back in the
faces of the men moved
me. There is an echo in
the faces of something
deeper and timeless-
about connecting to

prayer, about feeling.'
 

I too live in a house built of bricks made in the
Victorian era by coal fired brickfields.

You can see how dusty
and hard is the work of
these brickfield workers,

much of it done by
head, hands and bodies  

not by machines.

Reflecting on these photos, 15 months later, it is as though looking in their faces
is looking at an eternal theme. We are all children of God, men and women of

dignity. There is such dignity in the people’s faces.
But, working here, people’s health suffers and they cough up the black coal dust, but there is no
alternative work.Their faces are marred in dust, from the hard dusty work they carry out.The
high temperatures in the furnace burn their skin; there is danger from skin cancer too. The
effects of the coal smoke affect the people living nearby, in Meherpur town itself but to lesser
extent compared to those working in the brick field. 

I still know almost nothing about
them, but I did learn that many of
the brick field workers I met here
are from Satkira district, because
local Meherpur people don’t like
this kind of work. Satkira is a
district further south, near the
coastal belt, on the frontline of
climate change, where people’s land
is lost as sea levels rise and homes
and land is destroyed after
cyclones. 

day labourers

'so these workers are climate refugees'



AS humans, we are all people of the
clay, and come from the Dust of the
earth. (Adam) But here the people
and the dust seem close together. In
the photo beside, the people almost
seem to be part of the bricks and the
dust and the clay and it is hard to
distinguish the humans from the brick
and the dust.

Why did brickfields of Meherpur
have an impact on me? 

Apparently, on the surface of it, these
pictures these people , this work…has
nothing to do with mitigating climate
change or adapting to it, nor to do
with community development or good
sustainable development work or the
SDGs.?????

‘Put on my shoes and walk a mile
Feel what it feels to be me for a while

Step into my space and time
Swap your heartbeat for mine

See the shape of the world through my eyes
Put on my shoes, take your first step
Its a journey you will never forget

Lay your prejudice down I dare you
And walk a mile in my shoes’

 

'They, like me…are just
passing through'

There is a song I like- “Walk a
mile in my shoes” – by Martin
John Nicholls and Paul Field,
From the Album, Once and For
All which I thought of as I looked
at the pictures again

Who are we / who are
they/ Adam/ red clay?



H I R O S H I M A
g r e e n  l e g a c y

'Every year there are a few times when the sky
at sunset is deep red. It's so red that
people's faces turn red. At those times I

can't help but think of the sunset on the day
of the atomic bombing. For three days and

three nights, the city was burning'.
'I hate sunsets. Even now, sunsets still

remind me of the burning city'.
 Emiko - Hibakusha

Those who survived the bombings are
known as hibakusha.

Survivors faced a horrifying aftermath
in the cities, including radiation
poisoning and psychological trauma.



Emiko in the arms of her
mother Fuku Nakasako, with her

sister Mieko

"We had nothing to eat. We didn't
know about radiation, so we picked up
anything we could find without
thinking about whether it was
contaminated or not. Because there
was nothing to eat, people would
steal. Food was the biggest problem.
Water was delicious! This was how
people had to live at first, but it's
been forgotten.
Then my hair started falling out and
my gums started bleeding. I was
constantly exhausted, always having
to lie down.
No one at the time had any idea what
radiation was. Twelve years later, I
was diagnosed with aplastic anaemia".

Emiko was eight years old when the atomic bomb was dropped on
Hiroshima.Her elder sister, Mieko, and four other relatives
were killed. "My sister left home that morning, saying, 'I'll
see you later!' She was just twelve years old and so full of
life," says Emiko. But she never returned. No one knows what
became of her.
"My parents searched for her desperately. They never found
her body, though, so they continued to say that she must
still be alive somewhere.
"My mum was pregnant at the time, but she miscarried".

Emiko - Habakusha

the forgotton people

"many people talk about world peace but
I want people to act. I want each person

to start doing what they can"



Reiko Hada was nine years old when the atomic bomb was dropped on
her home town. Earlier that morning, there was an air-raid warning,
so Reiko stayed home.
After the all-clear was sounded, she went to the nearby temple,
where children in her neighbourhood would study instead of going to
school, because of frequent air-raid warnings. After about 40
minutes of study at the temple, the teachers dismissed the class, so
Reiko went home.

I made it to the entrance of my house and I think I even took a step
inside, Reiko explains. "Then it happened all of a sudden. A blazing
light shot across my eyes. The colours were yellow, khaki and
orange, all mixed together...I didn't even have time to wonder what
it was..."

"I didn't even have time to
wonder what it was... In no

time, everything went
completely white.

It felt as if I had been
left all alone. The next
moment there was a loud
roar then I blacked out."

Reiko - Habakusha
Reiko Hada - Habakusha

Emiko Okada, a survivor of
the atomic bombing on
Hiroshima, holds a diagram
of a circle showing the
number of nuclear weapons
in the world as of June
2019.



Tomoko with her mother Teruko (left)
and with her father Tatsuyuki

Teruko

"I hope future generations will never have to go
through a similar experience. 
We must never allow these nuclear weapons to be
used. It is people who create peace. Even if we
live in different countries and 
speak different languages, our wish for peace is
the same."

 
 

Reiko - Habikusha

At the time of the bombing,
Teruko was in her second year of
nursing school at the Hiroshima
Red Cross Hospital.
After the bomb hit, the
students' dormitory of the
hospital caught fire. Teruko
helped to fight the flames but
many of her fellow students died
in the blaze.

Her only memories of the week after
the bomb are of working day and
night to treat victims with horrific
injuries, while she and others had
no food and little water. When
Teruko became pregnant with her
first child, she was worried about
whether the baby would be born
healthy and if it would survive. Her
daughter Tomoko was born and
thrived, giving Teruko courage in
raising her family.

"I haven't been to Hell, so I don't know
what it's like, but Hell is probably like
what we went through. It must never be

allowed to happen again.
 
 

Teruko - Habikusha



The ruined buildings of Nagasaki after
the atomic bomb

"The future is in our
hands. Peace is

possible only if we
have imagination,
think about other

people, find what we
can do, take action,
and continue tireless
efforts each day to

build peace." 
says Teruko's daughter

Tomoko

"On that day,
everything

was burned in
the city.

People birds
dragonflies
grass trees
everything".

Hiroshima seen after the atomic bomb
 
 

"There are people making strong efforts to abolish
nuclear weapons. I think the first step is to make the
local government leaders take action and then we must
reach out to the leaders of the national government and

to the whole world." 
Teruko - Habikusha



C O M P I L E D  B Y  R A B I N D E R  C H A H A L  R O M F O R D

It was an indeterminate day in an indeterminate week set against an
ink smudged sky, that I fancied something different, which included a
fried egg sandwich and to listen to something other than the Covid
updates on the radio. As I took a bite of my sandwich and agreed with
myself that was indeed a a prudent idea, I fumbled the digital 'dial'
and chanced upon a Japanese woman talking about Hiroshima and the
trees of hope.

As I heard about the Hibakujumoku (survivor) trees that were
blackened and charred when the atomic bomb was dropped, draining the
city of life and colour, I flickered inside. Around 170 wounded trees
survived against all the odds and still growing in Hiroshima today.
Miraculously some buds began to emerge and their leaves  begun to
turn green again. These signatories of possibility enshrine trauma,
potential and a unique message of hope for the Habikusha.

The Green Legacy Hiroshima initiative recognised the benevolence and
generous spirit of the Hibakujumoku and wished to share the essence
of their supreme message by sharing the seedlings of these
transcendent trees across the world.

Tomoko, grandaughter of Habikusha shares
"trees have this magical power to tell each
person what they need to hear they speak to
each human being as well as the whole of
humankind. I think that trees think humans
are so selfish, so foolish, these trees are
the silent witness of what has happened
here. I want everyone in the world to

understand their message.'

It will probably be against an ink smudged day on an indeterminate
day of an indeterminate week that Romford friends will gather with
reverence, in silent wonderment to warmly welcome our own
Hibakujumoku a seedling of possibility a seedling for peace.



HIROSHIMA COMMEMORATION DAY 
 

'I hope future generations will never have to go through a similar
experience. We must never allow these nuclear weapons to be used. 
It is people who create peace. Even if we live in different countries

and speak different languages, our wish for peace is the same.' 
 

REIKO HADA HABUKUSHA (SURVIVOR) 
 

FRIDAY 6 AUGUST 2-4PM
 Romford Quakers 7 Balgores Crescent Gidea Park

RM2 6AB 



Romford life of
meeting

 B Y  N O R A  K E L S O N  M A Y  2 0 2 1  R O M F O R D

Like most other local meeting, Romford have been holding Meeting for Worship via Zoom
for most of the year since our last report. As well as the usual Sunday morning MfW we held
one 'all age meeting' on line. Most of the children now associated with the meeting are very
young. It was felt that  a brief story time would be more appropriate.

For much of the year only the Nursery has been using our premises, apart from two or three
groups that came back briefly in between lock-downs.

From the end of July until the end of August 2020 the 'quinquennial' work agreed by LQPT
some time ago finally took place.

During summer 2020 w also started work on the Risk Assessment required by LQPT and AM
Trustees and as a result we went back to meeting at the Meeting House on 31st August
2020. After two or three weeks indoors and as the early Autumn weather was food, we made
the most of our lively garden, holding meetings out of doors, with nature enhancing the
depth of communion. We endeavoured to keep adequate distance and follow other
guidelines designed to keep us safe.

Early in the summer some members and attenders planted bulbs in front hedges and also in
containers in preparation for better days but as Covid cases increased again we went back
to meeting virtually in November. Consequently our Christmas gathering took place via
Zoom but this did not detract from varied participation including music, poems, art and
stories.

One member in conjunction with an attender have joined forces to produce a quarterly LM
newsletter to keep us all in touch. This is appreciated as not everyone is able to join us online,
so those that would rather not connect electronically or those that did not attend weekly
before lock down. Individual emails and phone calls have also helped, we hope.

An email is sent to all those on our mailing list weekly, ensuring Friends and Attenders have
the link necessary for the virtual MfW together with other bits of upcoming events and news.



At the end of 2020 some of our members came to the end of their terms holding various
roles, so we have agreed some changes, continuing the process of 'simplifying' our
meeting that started some time ago. now we have three 'teams' a clerking team, a
premises team, and a pastoral team, with two or three in each group. This facilitates the
continual aim to involve all members and attenders in the life of the meeting, holding
discussions after MfW where decisions are needed, rather than a separate a Business
meeting. 

After meeting on Sunday 21st March we held a memorial meeting, a year from the death
of our much loved volunteer warden, Mick Murphy. It was a very special time of sharing
memories, photos and anecdotes and we shed a tear with Debbie Ellis, who has
continued to look after our premises since his death. We were particularly pleased on
that occasion to be joined by three of our young people as Mick had a special rapport
with them and they wanted to remember him. As we have not seen the younger end of
our meeting much during this difficult year, that made it an extra special occasion.

Mention should go to Rabinder Chahal, a member of the Clerking team, who has
developed an on line 'resource' hub we call 'Romford in Peace; in which she posts news,
interesting podcasts and articles and suggested courses that can be done on line, such as
those offered by Woodbrooke.

The Meeting's 2020 account were audited early in the year by the LQPT finance officer,
who confirmed that finances were accounted for appropriately and following all the
guidelines and safeguards necessary. We are very grateful to Debbie Ellis and Tim
Landsman for the diligence with which they continue looking after the premises accounts.

Hoping that the gradual relaxing of Covid rules continues as planned, we look to the
future. There are plans for a Welcome Back Day at he meeting house and later in the
year a Peace Day, perhaps linking such an occasion with the 60th anniversary of the
opening of our present premises.

We are also working on developing a section of the grounds as a 'peace garden'. we
started weeding and planting wild flowers in small groups as soon as it was possible to
mix with people out of doors. Rabinder Chahal has applied for on the meetings behalf
some seeds/sapling from the 'trees of hope' that survived the bombing of Hiroshima.
we've heard we have been accepted as a suitable location and really look forward to its
arrival as a wonderful symbol of our determination to do our small part in fostering
peace in our planet.



 watering seeds 
by the plant whispherer

 

friends for our 'tree of hope '
from Hiroshima

before: weeding and sowing

photos of and by Romford Friends

native wildflowers seedlings June 2021



It was not difficult to see why in the seventeenth
century the area was sought after by people wishing to
escape the sounds and smells of London. In 1665
Samuel Pepys came to 'Dagenhams' to escape from
the plague. He declared that it was 'the most noble
and pretty house', for its size, that he had ever seen!
In 1684, a Linen Draper, William Mead, bought the
manor of Goosehays. His wife was born Sarah Fell, the
daughter of Margaret Fell and Judge Thomas Fell of
Swarthmoor Hall in Cumbria. When the good Judge
died, Margaret had married George Fox. So in one 'fell'
swoop Havering acquired its first recorded Quakers.
George Fox was the founder of the movement.
Margaret Fell one of his first converts.

George Fox was pleased to come and stay at
Goosehays in his last few years. By then he was a
man broken by eight imprisonments and many
beatings.
His presence at Goosehays must have attracted
many well known names among the Society - not
least the man who grew up at Wanstead and went
to Chigwell School, William Penn. He was a close
associate of William Mead, and a good friend of
George Fox. In his youth William was a good
athlete, who enjoyed running great distances. He
may well have run across Hainault Forest and into
Havering, so he could have known the area well.

historical quaker links
in havering

 written by Ian Hutchings and submitted by Nora Kelson Romford

George Fox

Margaret Fell



It is likely that the first Quaker Meetings, on a regular basis, were held at Goosehays
after 1684 when William Mead acquired the property. Harold Wood was the nearest
village. Goosehays meaning Goose enclosure. The Monthly Meeting itself continued
to meet at Harold Wood until 1701. Thereafter for over two hundred years any
Friends living in the area attended other meetings elsewhere.

Joseph Fry the son of Elizabeth Fry,
who, with his wife bought and lived
at Fairkytes, Hornchurch, from
1870 to 1896. As he had left the
Society and his mother died in
1845 Friends cannot claim that
'E.Fry stayed here' sort of label.
Joseph Fry's daughter, Augusta,
followed in her Grandmother's
footsteps, working for prison
reform and other social concerns. It wasn't until 1933 that a

minute of a meeting held at
Friends Home, Euston Road,
indicates an interest by
Friends in Hornchurch to
hold a meeting in their area. 

quaker meetings in havering

Meetings were held at Hydesville Hall and various friends houses until 1944 when
Friends found enough money to purchase their first proper Meeting House - 171
Victoria Road, Romford. Property prices were at an all time low. By the 1950's
friend's had raised enough funds to purchase/build properties at Harlow New Town
and Romford. In Romford planning permission was sought for a Meeting Mouse to
be built on a plot of land off Haynes Road. Local residents complained that Quakers
would be too noisy (!) and their objection was upheld.

Romford indoor market

Fairkytes, Hornchurch



The present site off Balgores Crescent, Gidea Park, was found and bought for
about £900. It had been used for allotments during the war and was laden with
broken glass from greenhouses and cloches. 

Norman Frith met with local Friends to listen to their ideas on an ideal meeting
house. Norman eventually opined that the meeting house was like a camel
designed by a Committee. Like a camel the meeting house has worked very well.

 Over the years the building has been refurbished. The usual efforts such as
jumble sales, garden parties, marmalade making etc. slowly began to whittle the
debt away. Various Quaker Trusts sent donations and money from a legacy was
received. It took about seven years but finally Romford and Harlow Meeting
Houses were paid for. Before this happened, Monthly Meeting had decided to
rebuild Wanstead Meeting House and Norman Frith's skills were called upon
again.

After selling 171 Victoria
Road the Meetings were
held above Coles
Ironmongers shop in
Balgores Lane, Gidea Park,
until the new Meeting
House was handed over to
Friends in September 1961.

It has helped many in
their search for God

Balgores Lane  - Gidea Park

Romford Friends House



Conscientious

Objection 168

Years Ago.

A  T R U E  S T O R Y  O F  

Isabella Clark

Richard Clark 

by Joyce Harris Leigh on Sea 

In 1853 my great, great grandfather,

Richard Clark, refused to fight when

England went to war with Russia. His

wife, Isabella, also believed it was

wrong to fight and kill people. This is

their story.Richard, a Sussex man, was
apprenticed to a sail maker in
Arbroath on the east coast of
Scotland. Isabella Brown came
from a Scottish farming family,
and was working as a lady’s maid
in Arbroath when Richard met
her. In time they decided to marry
and Richard applied for a post
with the Preventive Service
which, at that time, was separate
from the Navy. In 1842 he was
posted to Suffolk and they lived
in one of the Minsmere Cottages
on the cliff.



Richard and Isabella had four children and a baby on
the way when all able-bodied men in the Preventive
Service were told to prepare to leave for the Crimea.
Richard, having been assured that he would never be
asked to fight while working as a Coastguard, refused
to obey the Government order. He was a devout
Christian and could not find it in his conscience to kill
others. 

A black bag containing his uniform
and kit was distributed – but was
left hanging on the garden gate.
Much pressure was put on him to
join up and he agonised over it
pacing the beach at night, praying
for guidance, knowing that if he
refused to fight he would be
imprisoned and his family would
receive no income. 

The military authorities asked the local authorities to arrest
him, but they refused saying 
 ‘there was not a more respected man in the whole

district’.
On February 10th 1854, Isabella gave birth to her fifth child, the
same morning that the government vessel arrived at Dunwich to
take Richard away. It was a terrible dilemma for Richard - his
wife with a new baby and four children needing his support. At
last Isabella said to him, 'Richard if you go to war I will take my
children and we will fare as best we can, but I will never accept,
for their support or my own, any money that you earn as a
soldier.'



Richard then called the family together and read 46th Psalm. They
prayed together and he left with the four soldiers who had come to
collect him with the sobs of his eldest daughter in his ears. As he
reached Dunwich, there were a few villagers waiting to say goodbye.
One asked if there was anything he could do and Richard asked him
to deliver a note home. On the boat going out to the vessel he wrote
a hasty note to his little daughter Mary Ann, who he knew would feel
his leaving acutely.

'To my little daughter Mary Ann, hoping she will consider the

necessity of early seeking to become a blossom on the tree of life – to

have – (then follows some smudged illegible writing) – heaven on

earth – to love the blessed Saviour who died that she might become

one of the little lambs of his fold. Farewell from your Father.'

 

Richard was imprisoned on a prison hulk for nine months and
treated very badly. He was regularly asked if he had changed his
mind. He never did.
There was a family of Quakers living in Westleton, Suffolk - the
Salters - who were very helpful to Isabella and the family, finding
a cottage for them to move to in Westleton.
Meanwhile, efforts were made for Richard’s release by Suffolk
Friends. Several influential people were working for this and his
case was eventually brought to the attention of John Bright, a
well-known parliamentarian. Bright was instrumental in securing
Richard’s release. This was one of the earliest cases of
conscientious objection on religious grounds in the country.



Isabella and Richard Clark showing four

generations of their family on the

occasion of their Golden Wedding in

1892

I have the note Richard wrote to his daughter and a play about this
story was written called ‘Conflict’ by Hope Lee (my mother) and

performed at Friends House, Euston, in the 1960’s.
 



When the world is at odds
 and the mind is at sea 

then cease the useless tedium
and brew a cup of tea

 
there is a magic in it's fragrance 

there is solace in it's taste
and the laden moments vanish 

somehow into space
 

the world becomes a lovely thing
there's beauty as you'll see 

all because you briefly stopped 
to brew a cup of tea

 

Poem by tea-enthusiasts submitted by Romford friends



FINANCIAL
APPEAL 2021

 

How much to give to Quakers
 - when and how? 

As most people coming to Quakers find, there’s not an easy
answer to this and it takes some digging to find the right
answer for each person. As a way into this – just imagine
Oaks and Daisies. We want all the people and organisations
we love to have both of these - the exuberance of daisies and
the resilience of oaks.

Financial support can be seen as building up the Oak side of our
communities. What we give often ‘disappears’ to everyday view
when it flows into the roots of programmes, budgets and
wages. The figures about money that we give from our Area
Meeting can seem dry or inaccessible and can seem all rather
‘hidden’ even when itemised on tables. However, around us we
have our ‘Oaks’ of Meetings for Worship, social witness, warm
friendships and spiritual inspirations and resources to inspire us.
This is where the money goes as nutrition for our sturdy
community Oak. 

 



This year we are asking for £35 a month (or equivalent) from
those in our meetings who are able to contribute like this.
There is no expectation that those on fixed or restricted
incomes donate anything like this – but we do need an amount
like this between us all to keep our buildings, conferences and
volunteer support going. If £35 monthly feels impossible,
please consider carefully what regular financial contribution
you could make – it’s all needed and so very much appreciated.

 And for those who already give so generously – a warm thank
you and keep on enjoying the shade of our leafy Quaker Oak
tree! 

To review, start or increase your regular giving, do ask anyone
in your meeting (especially your shy, hardworking treasurer) for
the Standing order and Gift Aid Form for Giving to North East
Thames Area Quaker Meeting 2021 as the simplest way to
steadily support our local Quaker meetings and central work.

And as for the daisies – they speak for themselves!     
Rose John

NETAQM Trustees
 



S U B M I T T E D  B Y  D A V I D  I R W I N  N E A M
take a look at the article links at the end for more deatails



A 'Little Me' Story
This work is a

deconstruction of
identity presented as
images and text. It
explores the random

way in which thoughts
and memories arise in
the construction of a

story.
 

a painting
from  the

fragments of
time

collection

Mick Murphy Romford

Mick Murphy Romford



Micky Murphy Romford

 paintings
from the

Dreams and
imagination
collection



 paintings
from Poppy 

 Romford Young
freinds

'light'



ARTICLE
LINKS

  

Namaste Care:

Othona Sacred
Earth Day:

Othona

Loving Earth
Project

Namaste care
seeing is believing video 
St clare Hospice 
Sally Muylders St Clare
Hospice

quaker arts network

journey to COP26

& FURTHER
RESOURCES

The Brickfields of
 Meherpur: 

stitches for survival 

forest, meeting house &
light

learn about Labyrinths 

more from Peter
Musgrave

for the love of our
planet video with
Peter M 2.36 mins

Build back better

Inreach & Outreach London Quakers

https://www.othonaessex.org.uk/
http://lovingearth-project.uk/home/more-about-us/
https://namastecare.com/
https://youtu.be/2kSnvJxScUM
https://stclarehospice.org.uk/
https://quakerarts.net/
https://www.quaker.org.uk/events/journey-to-cop26-un-climate-talks
https://stitchesforsurvival.earth/
https://jansellers.com/
https://petermusgrave.wordpress.com/2020/04/14/peoples-faces-at-the-brickfields-of-meherpur/
https://youtu.be/PN9SwXlFSRM
https://www.buildbackbetteruk.org/what-we-want
https://londonquakers.org.uk/


ARTICLE
LINKS

  

& FURTHER
RESOURCES

Gallery:               Art by Mick Murphy

Conscientious Objection
168 years ago:

Listen to Conscientious
objectors of WW1 audio 9
mins

Hiroshima
Green
Legacy:

ICAN If you love this planet
Setsuko Thurlow animation

A school girl who was in
the centre of Hiroshima
audio

Green Legacy Hiroshima

The atomic bombs that
hit Hiroshima audio

Hiroshima trees of hope
audio

Romford Life of Meeting: Romford in peace
website

Happiness Calendar: action for happiness
10 days happiness
programme

White feather diaries

http://michaelmurphyart.co.uk/gallery_menu.php
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/w3cswshz
http://uk.icanw.org/resources/videos/
https://youtu.be/i9c6_qobMko
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p008ww09
https://glh.unitar.org/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/w3cszmmg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/w3cszmts
https://romfordfriendpages.wordpress.com/
https://www.actionforhappiness.org/
https://10daysofhappiness.org/
http://www.whitefeatherdiaries.org.uk/


Bye for
now


